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Many consumer durable retailers often do not advertise their prices and instead ask consumers to call
them for prices. It is easy to see that this practice increases the consumers’ cost of learning the prices

of products they are considering, yet firms commonly use such practices. Not advertising prices may reduce
the firm’s advertising costs, but the strategic effects of doing so are not clear. Our objective is to examine the
strategic effects of this practice. In particular, how does making price discovery more difficult for consumers
affect competing retailers’ price, service decisions, and profits?

We develop a model in which a manufacturer sells its product through a high-service retailer and a low-
service retailer. Consumers can purchase the retail service at the high-end retailer and purchase the product
at the competing low-end retailer. Therefore, the high-end retailer faces a free-riding problem. A retailer first
chooses its optimal service levels. Then, it chooses its optimal price levels. Finally, a retailer decides whether
to advertise its prices. The model results in four structures: (1) both retailers advertise prices, (2) only the
low-service retailer advertises price, (3) only the high-service retailer advertises price, and (4) neither retailer
advertises price.

We find that when a retailer does not advertise its price and makes price discovery more difficult for con-
sumers, the competition between the retailers is less intense. However, the retailer is forced to charge a lower
price. In addition, if the competing retailer does advertise its prices, then the competing retailer enjoys higher
profit margins. We identify conditions under which each of the above four structures is an equilibrium and
show that a low-service retailer not advertising its price is a more likely outcome than a high-service retailer
doing so. We then solve the manufacturer’s problem and find that there are several instances when a retailer’s
advertising decisions are different from what the manufacturer would want. We describe the nature of this
channel coordination problem and identify some solutions.
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1. Introduction
Many retailers help consumers in their purchase pro-
cess by providing information about the products
being sold. For example, retailers routinely advertise
prices in weekly fliers and other forms of advertise-
ments. However, not all advertisements contain price
information. Several mail-order and online retailers
do not reveal the prices of products even when
advertising those products. The advertisements may
request consumers to “call the toll-free number” or
“visit the store” to find out the price. In an online
shopping environment, consumers may be asked to
place the product in the shopping cart before its price
is revealed.

Given that price advertising reduces consumers’
costs of finding price information, why do we not see
retailers advertising prices all the time? Not advertis-
ing the price can possibly reduce a firm’s advertis-
ing costs, but it is not clear if retailers’ decisions are
always driven by the cost of advertising. In particular,
the cost of inserting the price information may not be
much more than the cost of inserting the text that asks
consumers to call for prices. Why, then, do retailers
put out “call-for-pricing” advertisements? Are there
strategic reasons for retailers to engage in this prac-
tice? How does making price discovery more difficult
for consumers affect competing retailers’ price, service
decisions, and profits? How do retailers’ advertising
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policies affect the manufacturer’s profits? Our objec-
tive is to answer these questions.
To illustrate the prevalence of retailers not adver-

tising prices, we checked advertisements in several
hobbyist magazines by electronic retailers sell-
ing digital cameras, camcorders, audio recorders,
etc.1 We discovered 10 retailers advertising about
200 products in these magazines. Seven of these
retailers had advertisements that specifically men-
tioned one or more products for which prices
were not given and consumers were asked to call
the retailer for prices.2 There are also differences
across retailers in advertising strategies. For exam-
ple, one retailer, http://www.Newegg.com, provided
prices for all the digital cameras mentioned in
its advertisement, whereas another online retailer,
http://www.BeachCamera.com, did not give price
information for any of the digital cameras that
were mentioned in its advertisement. Still others,
like http://www.Samys.com, revealed prices for only
some of the digital cameras that were advertised.
Reviewing these advertisements reveals that retail-

ers that advertise prices are likely to be high-end
retailers, i.e., stores that offer extended service hours,
free product use classes, extensive product selec-
tion, etc. Newegg.com, for example, has won many
awards, including the “Shopper’s Choice Award” for
its customer service. BeachCamera.com, on the other
hand, focuses more on price than on service.
The differences across retailers in price advertis-

ing policies raise additional questions. First, it is not
clear why different types of retailers would have dif-
ferent incentives to advertise prices. In fact, if low-
service retailers have lower prices, they have more to
gain from advertising lower prices and, hence, should
have stronger incentives to advertise their prices. It
is therefore puzzling that we see low-service retailers
not advertising prices. Second, the effects of the retail-
ers’ advertising policies on the manufacturer are also
not a priori clear. Are manufacturers better off when
retailers advertise prices than when they do not? Can
retailers’ price advertising policies be different from
what the manufacturer would like them to be? If so,
this difference could represent another source of chan-
nel conflict and a new type of channel coordination
problem.

1 Videography (February 2007), Shutterbug (March 2007), Popular
Photography (March 2007), Hi-Fi News (March 2007), The Abso-
lute Sound (April 2007), PC World (April 2007), and PC Magazine
(March 20, 2007).
2 We found some instances where the unadvertised prices were
higher than the advertised prices for the same products, and other
instances where the unadvertised prices were lower than the adver-
tised prices for the same products. Therefore, not all of these
examples can be explained by minimum advertised price (“MAP”)
contracts. We discuss MAP arrangements in more detail in §4.

As a step toward unraveling the price advertis-
ing puzzle, we develop a model in which a high-
service retailer competes with a low-service retailer.
Consumers can purchase the retail service at the high-
end retailer and purchase the product at the low-
end retailer. Therefore, the high-end retailer faces a
free-riding problem. A retailer first chooses its opti-
mal service level. Then, it chooses its optimal price
level. Finally, a retailer decides whether or not to
advertise its prices. The model results in four struc-
tures: (1) both retailers advertise prices, (2) only
the low-service retailer advertises price, (3) only the
high-service retailer advertises price, and (4) neither
retailer advertises price.
We identify conditions under which each of the

four structures is an equilibrium and find that when
a retailer makes price discovery more difficult for
consumers, the competition between the retailers is
less intense. Therefore, the lack of price advertising
by a retailer mitigates price competition. However,
the imposition of this price discovery cost forces the
retailer to charge a lower price. In addition, if the
competing retailer advertises its price, it is that retailer
that reaps most of the benefits of the reduced compet-
itive intensity. We also show that a low-service retailer
not advertising its price is a more likely outcome than
a high-service retailer doing so. We then solve the
manufacturer’s problem and find that there are sev-
eral instances in which a retailer does not advertise
when the manufacturer would want it to. We describe
the nature of this channel coordination problem and
identify solutions for it.
We briefly review the related literature in the next

section.

1.1. Relationship with Prior Literature
Most of the economics and marketing literature
on price advertising assumes that retailers do price
advertise and use that assumption to study various
issues like the effect of price advertising on prices
(Stigler 1961, Benham 1972, Kaul and Wittink 1995,
Milyo and Waldfogel 1999) and whether price adver-
tising spending is socially optimal (Butters 1977,
Grossman and Shapiro 1984, Stegeman 1991). Starting
with Stigler’s (1961) seminal paper, researchers have
argued that price advertising can reduce observed
prices. However, this stream of literature has not
looked at price advertising decisions by asymmetric
retailers or explained interfirm differences in price
advertising policies.
It can be argued that the interfirm differences that

we describe can be explained from Salop and Stiglitz
(1977): firms that provide “bargains” to consumers
would have the incentives to advertise and firms
that “rip off” consumers would not. Note, however,
that many of the firms that do not advertise prices
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do engage in product and store advertising with-
out revealing prices. In addition, Salop and Stiglitz
(1977) cannot explain the phenomenon of lower-priced
retailers often not advertising prices. In Salop and
Stiglitz, the informed and uninformed consumers get
different outcomes in equilibrium, with the latter
group being worse off because of the higher price it
pays. In a similar way, in our model, consumers who
are uninformed about a particular store’s price incur
an additional cost to discover that store’s price and
thus get a lower utility. In addition, when the high-
service retailer advertises its price and the low-service
retailer does not, consumers of the high-service retailer
enjoy the additional benefits of higher service.
Furthermore, the practice of not advertising prices

cannot be explained by the signaling incentives
of firms as suggested by Nelson (1970, 1974) and
Kihlstrom and Riordan (1984). Kihlstrom and Riordan
analyze a competitive market in which firms are price
takers. We do not believe this to be a good description
for the consumer electronics markets that we are
studying. In addition, the explanation of Kihlstrom
and Riordan is based on repeat purchases. The notion
of repeat purchases is not as applicable to the durable
goods market that we study. Furthermore, Nelson
(1970, 1974) and Kihlstrom and Riordan (1984) focus
on uninformative advertising. Our paper deals with
informative advertising—once the price is advertised,
consumers know the price of the product. Finally, for
the arguments in Nelson (1970, 1974) and Kihlstrom
and Riordan (1984) to hold, consumers have to know
the retailers’ cost structure—an assumption that we
think is unrealistic.
The effect of the consumers’ price discovery process

on retailers is somewhat similar to that of branded
variants (Shugan 1989, Bergen et al. 1996) in that the
consumers’ price comparison process becomes more
difficult and costly. However, there is an important
difference between the two situations. In the case
of branded variants, consumers know the prices of
the products but do not know the exact difference
between the branded variants. In our case, consumers
do know that the products are identical but do not
know the price of one or more products. Further-
more, retailers often encourage manufacturers to cre-
ate branded variants to make price comparison more
difficult. As a result, implementation of branded vari-
ants requires retailers to have the power to influ-
ence the manufacturer to incur the cost of introducing
multiple versions of similar products. In our model,
retailers simply need to decide whether to impose
consumer price discovery costs through price adver-
tising decisions. As a result, we can have asymmet-
ric advertising outcomes where one retailer adver-
tises its price and the other retailer does not. Such

asymmetric outcomes are not possible with branded
variants.
A retailer’s ability to advertise prices is also affected

by its participation in MAP programs.3 Kali (1998)
models a manufacturer that offers MAP contracts to
two symmetric retailers and finds that the manufac-
turer can use a cooperative advertising subsidy along
with a price floor to give the retailers more incen-
tives to advertise. As alluded to earlier, our interest
in this paper is in analyzing the strategic implica-
tions of not advertising prices. Although not adver-
tising prices as a strategic decision is prevalent in
the MAP context, we do not restrict our attention to
MAP alone. Our results hold in other cases where the
retailer may choose not to advertise prices indepen-
dent of the manufacturer’s policy.
Simester (1995) studies the impact of price advertis-

ing on retail price image. Stores sell two products but
advertise the price of only one of the products. As a
result, consumers do not know the price of the sec-
ond product until they visit the store. Simester finds
that when consumers do not know the marginal cost
structure of the store, the store can use its advertised
price to signal its cost structure and, in effect, sig-
nal the price of the other product in the store. In this
paper, we study a slightly different problem in that
our objective is to understand why some types of
retailers advertise prices while others do not. In our
model, the retailers’ choice is not about which prod-
ucts to price advertise; it is about deciding whether
to price advertise at all.
Our paper is also related to the vast channel coor-

dination literature in marketing. This literature has
focused on the potential for conflict between manu-
facturers and retailers in the choice of retail prices
(e.g., Jeuland and Shugan 1983, McGuire and Staelin
1983) and retail service and manufacturer inputs
(e.g., Lal 1990, Desai 1997).4 These papers have looked
at contractual and structural remedies to address
coordination problems about various decisions made
by retailers and manufacturers. We study how the
retailers’ decisions about advertising prices can add
to the conflict between a manufacturer and its retail-
ers, and show how the manufacturer can remedy the
situation in some cases.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 describes the model. Section 3 presents the
analysis. Section 4 concludes with a discussion of the
implications of our findings and directions for future
research.

3 MAP policies typically involve the manufacturer’s provision of
an advertising subsidy to the retailer if the retailer agrees not to
advertise the product at a price below the manufacturer-specified
price.
4 This is only a representative list from a vast literature.
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2. Model
Our overarching objective is to examine the effects of
competition and service externalities between high-
service retailers and low-service retailers on the retail-
ers’ decisions to advertise prices and the profitability
of manufacturers. Therefore, we develop a model
that includes three channel members: a manufacturer,
a high-service retailer, and a low-service retailer. The
model also allows consumers to take the benefit of ser-
vice at the high-end store and purchase the product at
the low-end store. We now describe the model in more
detail.

Firms. We consider a manufacturer selling a com-
plex consumer durable product through two retailers,
H and L. Retailer H provides a higher level of ser-
vice to consumers during the selling process than
Retailer L. Because the product is complex, an impor-
tant part of the retail service is the provision of
detailed product information, including the explana-
tion of different attributes and features and the appro-
priateness of the product in a given situation. The
manufacturer charges the same per-unit wholesale
price w to both retailers. Retailer i �i =H�L� chooses
its price pi and service level si. We assume that the
cost of service is �is

2
i /2 with �H = 1 and �L = � > 1

so that holding all else constant, Retailer H will pro-
vide a higher level of service than Retailer L. This for-
mulation allows us to incorporate asymmetric service
provision by the two retailers while endogenizing the
retailers’ service decisions. In addition to price and
service decisions, each retailer chooses whether or not
to advertise its price at a cost of F .

Consumers. Consumers are uniformly distributed
on a Hotelling line of unit length (Hotelling 1929) in
the �0�1� interval. Retailer H is located at a distance a
from the left extreme �x = a� and Retailer L is located
at a distance a from the right extreme �x = 1 − a�.
We assume that the transportation cost is t per unit
distance and represents the psychological costs as a
result of a store’s layout and information delivery for-
mat being different from those at a given consumer’s
ideal store. Each consumer also has an outside option
of not purchasing any product from either retailer. We
assume that consumers get zero utility from exercis-
ing this outside option.
Consumers’ valuation for their ideal product is V

and their valuation for receiving service si is �si.
As is often the case in consumer durable markets,
consumers can receive service from one retailer and
purchase the product from another retailer. In our
model, consumers could consume the service pro-
vided by Retailer H and then purchase the product
from Retailer L. In doing so, however, consumers
may be unable to take the full benefit of the service
provided by Retailer H. We assume that free-riding

Figure 1 Consumers and Locations of the Two Retailers

Retailer H Retailer LTransportation cost t
per unit length

0 1
aa

consumers who go to Retailer H first and then to
Retailer L to purchase the product enjoy a benefit of
	�sH (	 < 1).5 These consumers have to familiarize
themselves with both stores, and therefore, they incur
the transportation cost at both stores.
When a retailer does not advertise its price, con-

sumers may decide to visit the retailer’s store based
on expectation about its price (Lal and Matutes 1989,
1994; Lal and Rao 1997). To purchase a product whose
price is not advertised, however, consumers have to
incur a price discovery cost to complete the transac-
tion. This cost is incurred when consumers need to
first figure out how to obtain the price of the spe-
cific product and then go through the required steps
to obtain that information. Web stores often require
that consumers either call the store or fill out an
online form requesting price information. To experi-
ence this cost firsthand, we called some retailers to
ask about unadvertised prices and sent e-mails to
a few others. When we called, we frequently expe-
rienced extended hold times. For our e-mail price
requests, our response times varied from a few min-
utes to a few hours to no response at all. Further-
more, if we wanted to discover the price of a product
over a weekend or after business hours, we had to
wait until the next business day for a response. These
experiences suggest that the cost of price discovery is
nontrivial. We capture these price discovery costs in
our model using the parameter c. Thus, a consumer
at location x who goes to Retailer H and buys the
product there will enjoy a utility U�x� = V −pH+�sH−
�a − x�t if pH is advertised and a utility U�x� =
V − pH + �sH − �a − x�t − c if pH is not advertised.

We want to ensure that the total market demand is
not constant but expands or shrinks based on the two
retailers’ price and service decisions. Therefore, we
assume that the consumers’ valuation for the prod-
uct is not so high that every consumer would buy the
product. Instead, we consider a situation in which the

5 This implies that we do not consider situations where service lev-
els are additive and consumers get the benefit of 	sH + sL; instead,
we consider situations where consumers get the benefit of the
higher of two service levels: 	sH and sL. When 	sH < sL, free-riding
consumers get the benefit of sL and, hence, will not find it worth-
while to go to Retailer H before going to Retailer L. The analysis
of the model without free-riding is available from the authors on
request.
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Figure 2 Consumer Indifference Points

0 1
Retailer H Retailer L

x2 x3 x4x1

consumers at the two extremes of the Hotelling line
do not purchase from either retailer (see Figure 1).6

Timeline. The sequence of events is as follows:
Stage 1. The manufacturer, as the Stackelberg

leader, chooses the wholesale price w.
Stage 2. Taking the manufacturer’s wholesale price

as given, the retailers choose service levels sH and sL.
Stage 3. After choosing service levels, the retailers

choose prices pH and pL.7

Stage 4. Retailers decide whether or not to inform
consumers about prices.
Stage 5. Consumers make their store visit and pur-

chase decisions.
We adopt the notion of subgame perfect Nash equi-

librium (SPNE) and begin our analysis by develop-
ing demand functions from an analysis of consumers’
decisions in Stage 5.

Demand Functions. The demand functions for the
two retailers depend not only on the retailers’ price
and service levels but also on decisions to advertise
prices. The various consumer indifference points are
depicted in Figure 2.
A consumer at location x1 is indifferent between

buying from Retailer H and the outside option
(i.e., not buying from either retailer). The indifference
point of the consumer at x1 can be obtained by solving

V − pH + �sH − �a − x1�t − iHc = 0� (1)

where iH denotes the price advertising policy of
Retailer H such that iH = 1 if Retailer H does not
advertise its price and iH = 0 otherwise. When the
retailer does not advertise its price, the consumer
experiences the price discovery cost �c�. Solving the
above equation, we obtain the indifference point �x1�
to be

x1 = at − �V − pH + �sH − iHc�

t

 (2)

A consumer at x2 is indifferent between buying
from Retailer H and consuming the service pro-
vided by Retailer H and then purchasing the product
from Retailer L. Such a consumer incurs the cost of

6 If the parameters are such that consumers in the middle of
the Hotelling line are inactive, each retailer would enjoy a local
monopoly and would have no competition.
7 We model the service provision decision as occurring before the
pricing decision because creating and running service functions
takes more advance planning than does changing prices. We thank
the area editor for this suggestion.

traveling to Retailer H first and then to Retailer L.
Therefore, the indifference point x2 is such that

V − pH + �sH − �x2 − a�t − iHc − (
V − pL + �	sH

− �x2 − a�t − �1− a − x2�t − iLc
)= 0� (3)

where iL denotes the price advertising policy of
Retailer L such that iL = 1 if Retailer L does not adver-
tise its price and iL = 0 otherwise.
Solving Equation (3), we obtain the indifference

point �x2� to be

x2 = iLc − iHc + �1− a�t − pH + pL + ��1− 	�sH
t


 (4)

At x3, the consumer is indifferent between purchas-
ing from Retailer L after having visited Retailer H
and traveling to Retailer L directly. The indifference
point x3 is the solution of

V − pL + �	sH − t�1− a − x3� − t�x3 − a� − iLc

− (
V − pL + �sL − t�1− a − x3� − iLc

)= 0
 (5)

Solving the above equation, we obtain the indiffer-
ence point �x3� to be

x3 = at + 	�sH − �sL
t


 (6)

Finally, at x4, the consumer is indifferent between
buying from Retailer L and the outside option. The
indifference point x4 is the solution of

V − pL + �sL − �x4 − �1− a��t − iLc = 0
 (7)

Solving the above equation, we obtain the indiffer-
ence point �x4� to be

x4 = �1− a�t − iLc + V − pL + �sL
t


 (8)

Given the various consumer indifference points,
Retailer H’s demand is given by

dH =x2−x1

= iLc−2iHc+�1−2a�t+V −2pH+pL+��2−	�sH
t


 (9)

The demand for Retailer L comes from consumers
(1) who free-ride from Retailer H and purchase from
Retailer L and (2) those who buy directly from
Retailer L. Retailer L’s demand is given by

dL = �x3−x2�+�x4−x3�=x4−x2

= iHc−2iLc+V +pH−2pL−��1−	�sH+�sL
t

� (10)

where iH and iL denote the price advertising poli-
cies of Retailers H and L, respectively, such that for
j ∈ �H�L�, ij = 1 if Retailer j does not advertise its
price and ij = 0 otherwise.
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3. Analysis
In this section, we describe the decisions made by the
two retailers and the manufacturer. We start with the
retailers’ price advertising decisions in Stage 4.

3.1. Stage 4: Price Advertising Decisions
In the remainder of the paper, we use the following
notations to denote the four possible cases of price
advertising. In case YY, both retailers do price adver-
tising. In case NY, Retailer L advertises its price but
Retailer H does not. In case YN, Retailer H adver-
tises its price but Retailer L does not. In case NN,
neither retailer does price advertising. In Stage 4, the
two retailers decide whether or not to advertise prices
given prices pH and pL (chosen in Stage 3) and the ser-
vice levels sH and sL (chosen in Stage 2). Given the
demands in Equations (9) and (10), the profits of the
two retailers in the four cases are given by

YY
H = �pH − w�dYY

H − s2H/2− F �

YY
L = �pL − w�dYY

L − �s2L/2− F �

NY
H = �pH − w�dNY

H − s2H/2�

NY
L = �pL − w�dNY

L − �s2L/2− F �

YN
H = �pH − w�dYN

H − s2H/2− F �

YN
L = �pL − w�dYN

L − �s2L/2�

NN
H = �pH − w�dNN

H − s2H/2� and

NN
L = �pL − w�dNN

L − �s2L/2

where the superscript denotes the case under
consideration.
In this stage, a retailer enjoys a higher demand

when it advertises but pays the cost of advertising.
This trade-off between the higher demand and the
higher cost determines each retailer’s optimal strat-
egy in this case. For example, case YN is an equilib-
rium if neither retailer has an incentive to unilaterally
deviate. If Retailer H deviates to no-advertising strat-
egy, the change in its profit is given by NN

H − YN
H =

F −2c�pH − w�/t. Similarly, if Retailer L deviates to the
advertising strategy, the change in its profit is given
by YY

L − YN
L = 2c�pL − w�/t − F . Therefore, case YN

is an equilibrium if 2c�pL − w�/t < F < 2c�pH − w�/t .
Similarly, case NY is an equilibrium if 2c�pH − w�/t <
F < 2c�pL − w�/t, case YY is an equilibrium if F <
min�2c�pL − w�/t�2c�pH − w�/t�, and case NN is an
equilibrium if F >max�2c�pH − w�/t� 2c�pL − w�/t�.
We now consider the two retailers’ optimal pricing

decisions. We treat case YY as the benchmark case and
compare the prices in all the other cases with those in
the benchmark case. This helps develop insights for
the equilibrium price advertising choices made by the
retailers.

3.2. Stage 3: Optimal Pricing Decisions
In Stage 3, each retailer anticipates the Stage 4 out-
comes and chooses its retail price for a given set of
wholesale price and service levels chosen in Stages 1
and 2, respectively. We start by considering the retail-
ers’ pricing decisions when the retailers anticipate the
Stage 4 outcome to be a symmetric one: case YY and
case NN.
In case YY, both retailers’ prices are known to

consumers without any additional price discovery
costs. Solving the two retailers’ first-order conditions,
we get

pYY∗
H = 4�1−2a�t+5�V +2w�+��7−3	�sH+�sL

15
�

pYY∗
L = �1−2a�t+5�V +2w�+��3	−2�sH+4�sL

15



(11)

In case NN, the retailers’ optimal prices are

pNN∗
H = 4�1−2a�t+5�V +2w�+��7−3	�sH+�sL−5c

15
�

pNN∗
L = �1−2a�t+5�V +2w�+��3	−2�sH+4�sL−5c

15



(12)
Proposition 1 describes the differences in the equi-

librium prices in the two symmetric cases.

Proposition 1. For a given wholesale price, both
retailers have lower prices and per-unit margins when nei-
ther retailer advertises price compared to the case in which
both retailers advertise prices.8

Both retailers charge a lower price in case NN than
in case YY.9 The lack of price advertising by a retailer
in case NN imposes an additional price discovery
cost of c on the consumers buying from that retailer.
Because both retailers do not advertise prices in case
NN, consumers of both retailers end up incurring this
cost. As a result, in case NN, both retailers have to
reduce prices to make up for this additional cost to
the consumers, leading to lower per-unit margins in
case NN relative to case YY.
Next, we look at the retailers’ pricing decisions in

the two asymmetric cases: cases NY and YN.
In case NY, where only Retailer L advertises its

price, solving the two retailers’ first-order conditions,
we get

pNY∗
H = 4�1− 2a�t + 5�V + 2w� + ��7− 3	�sH + �sL − 7c

15
�

pNY∗
L = �1− 2a�t + 5�V + 2w� + ��3	 − 2�sH + 4�sL + 2c

15



(13)

8 We have relegated all the proofs to the appendix.
9 For ease of exposition, we say “case YY” instead of “when the re-
tailers anticipate the Stage 4 equilibrium to be case YY.” The game
has been solved using backward induction, starting with the last
stage.
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Figure 3 Price Reaction Functions for Cases YY and NY in Stage 3
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In case YN, where only Retailer H advertises its
price, the retailers’ optimal prices are

pYN∗
H = 4�1− 2a�t + 5�V + 2w� + ��7− 3	�sH + �sL + 2c

15
�

pYN∗
L = �1− 2a�t + 5�V + 2w� + ��3	 − 2�sH + 4�sL − 7c

15



(14)
Here, again, our goal is to compare the prices in

cases NY and YN with those in the benchmark case.
Figure 3 shows the reaction functions for cases NY
and YY. When Retailer H does not advertise its price
(case NY), Retailer L charges a higher price for a
given pH charged by Retailer H. In other words,
Retailer L’s reaction function is shifted to the right
when Retailer H does not advertise its price.
The lack of advertising by Retailer H imposes an

additional price discovery cost of c on its consumers,
thereby increasing the consumers’ effective cost of
buying from Retailer H. Retailer L reacts to the higher
effective price of its competitor by charging a higher
price for its product. On the other hand, for a given
price pL, Retailer H charges a lower price when it does
not advertise because it needs to offset the consumers’
cost of price discovery. Similar shifts in price reac-
tions are observed in case YN: when Retailer L does
not advertise its price (case YN), Retailer H charges
a higher price for a given pL charged by Retailer L.
Retailer L ends up charging a lower pL for a given
pH charged by Retailer H. Figure 4 shows that when
Retailer L does not advertise its price, its price reac-
tion function is shifted to the left, whereas Retailer H’s
price reaction function is shifted up. Thus, the lack

of advertising by one of the retailers in the asym-
metric cases has a strategic effect in addition to the
inefficiency that was observed in the symmetric case
(case NN).
Proposition 2 summarizes the above effects.

Proposition 2. When only one retailer advertises its
price, the advertising retailer enjoys a higher per-unit
margin and the nonadvertising retailer has a lower per-
unit margin compared to the case in which both retailers
advertise prices.

We now analyze the two retailers’ service decisions.

3.3. Stage 2: Optimal Service Decisions
In this stage, the two retailers anticipate the outcomes
in Stages 3 and 4 and choose optimal service levels
for a given wholesale price.
Propositions 1 and 2 describe the strategic effects

when service levels are held constant across the dif-
ferent cases. We now discuss how the optimal service
decisions vary across various cases.

Proposition 3. sYN
∗

H > sYY
∗

H and sNN∗
H > sNY∗

H when t >
8�2/�15��. sYN

∗
H ≤sYY

∗
H and sNN∗

H ≤sNY∗
H when 64�2/�225��

<t≤8�2/�15��


Proposition 3 shows how Retailer H’s service pro-
vision changes across the various cases as a result of
the pricing decisions described in Propositions 1 and 2
and other strategic effects. In case YN, Retailer H antic-
ipates that it will enjoy a higher per-unit profit margin
than in case YY. This offers Retailer H an incentive to
provide a higher service level and increase its demand.
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Figure 4 Price Reaction Functions for Cases YY and YN in Stage 3
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Retailer L, on the other hand, has an incentive to
provide a lower service level in case YN than in
case YY because it has a lower per-unit profit mar-
gin in the former. With a reduction in Retailer L’s
service, Retailer H faces less intense service compe-
tition and therefore has an incentive to reduce its
service level. However, as the transportation cost t
increases, it becomes difficult for consumers to free-
ride, thereby increasing the incentives for Retailer H
to provide a higher level of service in case YN. As
t decreases, it becomes easier for consumers to free-
ride; this results in a lower service provision by
Retailer H. Retailer H’s equilibrium service is deter-
mined by the net effect of these forces. The differ-
ence in Retailer H’s service across cases NN and NY
are similarly determined. Note that in our model,
t > 64�2/�225�� for the demands to be positive. There-
fore, Retailer H’s service level is higher under case
YN (and case NN) than under case YY (and case NY)
for a larger part of the feasible parameter space.
These service decisions as well as the pricing deci-

sions discussed earlier determine which type of equi-
librium would emerge in the game between the two
retailers. We discuss this next.

3.4. Retail Equilibrium
The price advertising decisions in §3.1 were charac-
terized by taking the retailers’ prices and services as
given. However, any outcome is not an equilibrium
if either firm can benefit from deviating from it in
any stage. Depending on the values of model param-
eters, each of the four cases can be an equilibrium.

However, it is interesting to examine if the two retail-
ers have asymmetric incentives to advertise.

Proposition 4. If only one retailer advertises its prices
in equilibrium, that retailer is more likely to be the high-
service retailer than the low-service retailer.

Proposition 4 states that the differences between
the two retailers result in different price advertising
strategies. We are more likely to see an equilibrium
in which only the high-service retailer advertises its
price than an equilibrium in which only the low-
service retailer advertises its price. In any asymmetric
equilibrium, the nonadvertising retailer faces a com-
petitive disadvantage, leading to a lower demand and
a lower profit margin compared to the case where it
advertises. On the other hand, the advertising retailer
in an asymmetric equilibrium has a higher profit mar-
gin, service, and demand compared to the case when
both retailers advertise prices. Therefore, the asym-
metric equilibrium can break if the nonadvertising
retailer can be better off by deviating to the strategy
of advertising its price. That is, the YN equilibrium
is broken when Retailer L has incentives to move to
the YY equilibrium and the NY equilibrium is broken
when Retailer H has incentives to deviate to the YY
equilibrium.
We find that there are two reasons why Retailer H

has more incentives to deviate from the NY equi-
librium than Retailer L has to deviate from the YN
equilibrium. The first reason is that holding all else
constant, Retailer H enjoys a higher profit margin than
Retailer L. Therefore, for a given level of advertising
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cost, Retailer H gains more from the increase in its
demand that comes from the consumers’ not incurring
the price discovery cost. The second reason is related
to the free-riding benefits enjoyed by Retailer L. For
a large set of parameter values, Retailer H provides a
higher level of service in case YN than in case YY. This
higher level of service provides a higher free-riding
benefit to Retailer L. Therefore, some of competitive
disadvantage that Retailer L suffers in case YN is mit-
igated by the higher free-riding benefit that it enjoys.
On the other hand, Retailer H’s competitive disadvan-
tage is not mitigated by such free-riding benefits in
case NY. Therefore, Retailer H has more incentives to
deviate from case NY than Retailer L has to deviate
from case YN.
An asymmetric equilibrium can also break if the

advertising retailer deviates to the strategy of not
advertising. The two effects described above apply
here as well. Deviating to the no-advertising strategy
reduces demand, which hurts Retailer H more than
Retailer L. In addition, for a large set of parameter val-
ues, Retailer H provides a higher service in case NN
than in case NY, which provides Retailer L some addi-
tional benefits from deviating to case NN.
Proposition 4 explains why we may see differences

across retailers in price advertising policies. We are
more likely to see a situation in which high-service
retailers advertise prices and low-service retailers do
not. This is consistent with our observation in §1 that
retailers that do not advertise prices tend to be lower-
service retailers.
The optimal profits of the two retailers are pre-

sented in Table T1 in the electronic companion.10

3.5. Stage 1: Manufacturer’s Profits
We now analyze the first stage of the game and deter-
mine the optimal wholesale price w that the manufac-
turer should charge. Our focus here is to examine how
the retailers’ choices affect the manufacturer’s profits.
Although the effects of retailers’ pricing decisions on
the manufacturer through the double marginalization
problem are well understood, the effects of retailers’
price advertising policies on the manufacturer are as
yet unexplored. Our interest is in studying whether
the retailers’ advertising policies cause a new type of
channel coordination problem between the manufac-
turer and the retailers that has not been previously
identified. If the manufacturer’s profits are adversely
affected by the retailers’ choices, the manufacturer can
possibly attempt to influence the retailers’ incentives
and change the Stage 4 equilibrium outcome. There-
fore, we are also interested in exploring the solution

10 An electronic companion to this paper is available as part
of the online version that can be found at http://mktsci.pubs.
informs.org/.

to any channel coordination problem that may arise
because of the retailers’ advertising policies.
The manufacturer’s profit is given by

M = �w − ���dH + dL�� (15)

where � is the marginal cost of production. Because
dH and dL are determined by the retailers’ service,
price, and price advertising decisions, the manufac-
turer’s profit function is different in each of the four
cases. We derive the manufacturer’s optimal whole-
sale prices and profits for the four cases and report
them in Table T2 in the electronic companion.
We denote the manufacturer’s profit in cases YY,

NY, YN, and NN by YY
M , NY

M , YN
M , and NN

M ,
respectively.
Our earlier results about the equilibria in Stages 2, 3,

and 4 are valid for any value of the wholesale price
chosen by the manufacturer in Stage 1. Proposition 5
describes how the manufacturer is affected by the
retailers’ choices.

Proposition 5. For a given wholesale price w, the
manufacturer’s profits are ordered as follows:
(A) when �2 < 75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4��� YY

M >
YN

M > NY
M > NN

M ;
(B) when �2 ≥ 75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4���YN

M >
YY

M > NN
M > NY

M .

Proposition 5 shows that for a given wholesale
price, the manufacturer prefers cases YY and YN
to cases NY and NN. However, the manufacturer’s
profit in case YN is higher than that in case YY when �
is sufficiently high. In other words, retail service plays
an important role in stimulating product demand.
After the wholesale price is chosen, the manufac-

turer’s profit is higher when the sales are higher.
The demand across the four cases differs primarily
because of two reasons: (1) the level of deadweight
price discovery cost and (2) the level of service pro-
vided by the two retailers. The total retail demand
is higher in case YY than in either case NY or case
NN because no consumer has to incur the price dis-
covery cost in case YY and because consumers also
enjoy a higher service level in case YY. In case YN, the
total demand is higher than that in case NN because
fewer consumers incur the price discovery cost. Case
YN has a higher demand than case NY because of the
higher service levels enjoyed by consumers of both
retailers. Thus, the manufacturer enjoys the highest
demand in either case YN or case YY.
Interestingly, the total demand in case YN can be

higher or lower than that in case YY. On one hand,
in case YY both retailers do price advertising, which
results in a lower price discovery cost for consumers
than in case YN. On the other hand, the high-service
retailer provides a higher level of service in case YN
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than in case YY. As a result, when retail service plays
a more important role in the demand function, i.e.,
� is sufficiently high, the latter effect dominates the
former effect, and case YN results in a higher demand
than case YY. This difference in demand translates to
a higher (lower) profit for the manufacturer in case
YN when service plays a more (less) important role
in the demand function.
Next, we examine when the condition in Propo-

sition 5 is likely to be satisfied. Note that �2 <
75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4�� essentially requires that
� be sufficiently low. When � is low, consumers
care more about price than service and the cost of
price discovery adversely affects the demand to a
greater extent. Therefore, the manufacturer can gain
from the demand expansion if the retailers elim-
inate the consumers’ price discovery cost by pro-
viding price information. This explains why the
manufacturer prefers case YY when � is low. The
above condition is more likely to be satisfied when
75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4�� is high; i.e., t is high
or � is low. First, consider the transportation cost t.
As stated in Proposition 3, high values of t offer
Retailer H an incentive to provide higher levels of ser-
vice. Retailer L benefits by free-riding on Retailer H’s
higher service provision. Second, note that when � is
low, Retailer L’s service is more effective, which leads
to an increase in demand.
The channels literature has traditionally focused

on double marginalization and moral hazard issues
as important channel coordination problems. Propo-
sition 5 shows a new kind of channel coordina-
tion problem in which the retailers’ price advertising
policies may be different from what the manufac-
turer would prefer. Sometimes the channel coordi-
nation problem is caused by one or both retailers
not advertising prices when the manufacturer would
like them to advertise prices. For example, the man-
ufacturer’s profit may be highest in case YY but the
retail advertising equilibrium may be one of the other
cases. Interestingly, sometimes the channel coordina-
tion problem may also be caused by the “wrong”
retailer advertising its prices. For example, the manu-
facturer may prefer case YN but the retail advertising
equilibrium may be case YY or case NY.
If wholesale price is the only control instrument

the manufacturer can use, then the manufacturer can-
not resolve this coordination problem. However, if the
manufacturer can affect the retailer’s cost of advertis-
ing, then it can influence the equilibrium outcomes.
We discuss these possibilities next.

3.6. Advertising Support
In this section, we discuss how a very common
manufacturer-controlled mechanism can help a man-
ufacturer address the above coordination problem.

Manufacturers often provide advertising funds to
retailers that help reduce the retailers’ cost of advertis-
ing (featuring) the manufacturer’s products (Blattberg
and Neslin 1990, Coughlan et al. 2006). We next dis-
cuss how this type of support can help the manufac-
turer change the retailers’ strategies in some situations
when the channel coordination problem is caused by
one or both retailers not advertising prices when the
manufacturer would like them to.

Proposition 6. When �2 < 75t�/�4��3 − 	��7 − 3	� ·
� − 4��, the manufacturer can fully resolve the channel
coordination problems because of the retailers’ price adver-
tising policies by offering advertising or featuring support.

From Proposition 5, we know that when the con-
dition in Proposition 6 is satisfied, the manufacturer
enjoys the highest demand and profit in case YY.
Proposition 6 shows that the increase in the manu-
facturer’s profit when the retailers move to case YY
is high enough that the manufacturer can subsidize
the retailers’ advertising costs and still be better off.
If either of the two retailers is not advertising, then
the manufacturer can offer advertising support to
them with the requirement that the advertising sup-
port money be spent on price advertising. The retail-
ers would then find it optimal to advertise prices.
For example, consider a situation in which the manu-
facturer anticipates that only the high-service retailer
would advertise its price, but it would prefer to
see both retailers advertise. If the manufacturer pro-
vides advertising or featuring support that exceeds
F − F YYYN

L , where

F YYYN
L

=
(
2c��225t�−64�2�

(
105t−4�3−	��7−3	��2

)

·(15t(2�1−2a�t+10�V −w�−7c
)−4�7−3	�

·(2(�1−2a��1−	�t+�V −w��3−2	�
)−c�3−	�

)
�2
))

·
((
3�375t2�−60t�2�16+�7−3	�2��

+64�2−	��7−3	��4
)2)−1

�

the low-service retailer would find it optimal to
advertise its prices while the high-service retailer
would continue to advertise its price, which would
result in both retailers advertising prices. This way,
the manufacturer can shift the Stage 4 equilibrium
from case YN to case YY. Essentially, the advertising
support offsets the retailers’ gains from not advertis-
ing their prices for competitive reasons.11

11 We show in the appendix that the manufacturer would have an
incentive to move the retailers to the different cases as discussed
here.
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Proposition 6 is applicable when the effect of retail
service on demand; i.e., � is not very high. When retail
service is more important, the manufacturer prefers
that only the high-service retailer advertise its prices.
Clearly, the retail advertising equilibrium may be dif-
ferent. Proposition 7 shows that advertising support
from the manufacturer may have a more limited role
in remedying the channel coordination problems in
such cases.

Proposition 7. When �2 ≥ 75t�/�4��3 − 	��7 − 3	� ·
� − 4��, the manufacturer cannot fully resolve the channel
coordination problems because of the retailers’ price adver-
tising policies by offering advertising or featuring support.

When �2 ≥ 75t�/�4��3− 	��7 − 3	�� − 4��, the man-
ufacturer would like only Retailer H to advertise its
prices. Because the manufacturer would be required
to offer the same level of advertising support to both
retailers, the manufacturer finds it harder to offer an
advertising support that would induce Retailer H to
advertise its prices but not Retailer L. If the retail
advertising equilibrium is case NN, the manufacturer
can attempt to resolve this coordination problem by
offering advertising support in the range �F − F YNNN

H �
F − F NYNN

L �, where

F YNNN
H =

(
2c
(
225t − 4�7− 3	�2�2

)
�105t� − 32�2�

· (15t�(2�4�1− 2a�t + 5�V − w�� − 3c
)

− 32��1− 2a�t + V − w��2
))

·
((
3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2��

+ 64�2− 	��7− 3	��4
)2)−1

and

F NYNN
L =

(
2c��225t� − 64�2�

(
105t − 4�3− 	��7− 3	��2

)

· (15t�2�1− 2a�t + 10�V − w� − 3c�

− 4�7− 3	�
(
2��1− 2a��1− 	�t

+ �V − w��3− 2	�� − 3c�1− 	�
)
�2
))

·
((
3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2��

+ 64�2− 	��7− 3	��4
)2)−1

�

to the retailers in such a way that only the high-
service retailer would find it optimal to advertise its
price, thereby moving the equilibrium to case YN.
If the manufacturer offers advertising support that
exceeds F − F NYNN

L , then the low-service retailer will
also find it optimal to advertise. This would move
the equilibrium to case YY, which provides the man-
ufacturer a higher profit than case NN but lower than
case YN.

Sometimes the channel coordination problem is
caused by the “wrong” retailer, i.e., the low-service
retailer, advertising its prices. In such cases, the man-
ufacturer cannot achieve full channel coordination by
offering advertising support because any additional
advertising support can only get the high-service
retailer to advertise but cannot prevent the low-
service retailer from advertising.12 The best that the
manufacturer can achieve through advertising sup-
port is to get both retailers to advertise, i.e., obtain
case YY as the equilibrium even when case YN yields
the manufacturer a higher profit.
In summary, the manufacturer can address the

channel coordination problem through a combination
of wholesale prices and advertising support more eas-
ily when Retailer H’s service plays a less important
role in stimulating the demand for the product.

4. Summary and Conclusions
Retailers selling consumer durables often do not
advertise prices and instead get consumers to incur
a price discovery cost. Conventional wisdom in mar-
keting would recommend providing the price infor-
mation to consumers, thus making their transactions
easier to complete. Therefore, this practice seems
puzzling. In addition, some anecdotal evidence sug-
gests that low-service retailers, who tend to have
low prices, are the ones who do not advertise prices.
In this paper, we examine the strategic implications
of retailers not advertising prices. We find that in a
duopoly, the lack of price advertising by one or both
retailers changes the intensity of price competition
by changing the reaction functions of the retailers.
When only one retailer does not advertise its prices,
the competing retailer’s reaction function is shifted
to the right. However, the cost of price discovery
imposed by the nonadvertising retailer results in that
retailer charging a lower price, leading to a lower per-
unit profit margin. In other words, the nonadvertising
retailer incurs a cost in shifting the competitor’s price
reactions.
Because we model competition between a high-

service retailer and a low-service retailer, we derive
interesting insights about how the strategic effects
of nonadvertising by the two retailers differ. In our
model, the low-service retailer free-rides on the ser-
vice provided by the high-service retailer. When the
high-service retailer does not advertise its price, it has
a lower per-unit profit margin and consequently
chooses a lower service level. This reduction in ser-
vice hurts both retailers. On the other hand, when
the low-service retailer is the only one not advertising

12 We conjecture that in such cases, perhaps the manufacturer can
encourage the low-service retailer to charge a higher price through
the MAP mechanism.
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its price, the high-service retailer enjoys a higher per-
unit profit margin and provides a higher service level
that benefits both retailers. As a result, we find that
the equilibrium in which only the high-service retailer
advertises its price is more likely than the equilibrium
in which only the low-service retailer advertises its
price. This result can help explain the anecdotal evi-
dence presented earlier that shows high-service retail-
ers are more likely to advertise prices.
We also identify a new type of channel coordina-

tion problem that can take two forms: (1) in some
instances, the manufacturer would prefer both types
of retailers to advertise prices but only one type
may do so, and (2) in other instances, the manufac-
turer would prefer that the low-service retailer not
advertise its price but the low-service retailer does
advertise its price. Our results also demonstrate that
manufacturers, through the use of advertising or fea-
turing support, can improve channel coordination of
price advertising by retailers, suggesting a new role
for advertising or featuring support.
Some consumer durable manufacturers use MAP

contracts that provide an advertising subsidy to retail-
ers that do not advertise prices below the price floor
specified by the contract. Some of the instances of
low-price retailers not advertising prices may stem
from such MAP contracts. Our results show that the
phenomenon of low-priced retailers not advertising
prices could in some cases be because MAP and in
other cases could stem solely from the retailers’ incen-
tives that can exist even in the absence of MAP con-
tracts. In addition, we offer a new explanation for
MAP that is different from Kali (1998). Because MAP
contracts are based on advertising support provided
by the manufacturer, it cannot achieve the desired
results if the retailers do not value the manufacturers’
advertising support or if the manufacturers cannot
monitor the implementation perfectly.13

There are two other reasons why sellers may not
advertise prices.14 One is that when retailers do not
advertise prices and instead have customers call to
find price information, they may have a higher prob-
ability of conversion to a sale. Although this is indeed
possible, in general, note that the retailers in our
model are catalog and Internet stores. The consumers
who shop at these stores prefer the convenience and
efficiency of these stores over interaction with the
retailers’ salespeople. These consumers are also more
likely to “self-study” and educate themselves about
the product features. Therefore, we believe they have

13 For example, we checked the prices of 18 retailers selling the
Nikon D700 digital SLR camera, with a reported MAP of $2,999.95.
Nine retailers charged a price below $2,999.95 with six of those
retailers advertising prices and three not advertising prices.
14 We thank the editor for suggesting these.

a low probability of being “converted” by a sales-
person’s pitch. Furthermore, when we called sev-
eral retailers to ask about unadvertised prices, the
salespeople merely provided the price information
and did not try to convince us to buy the product.
This may be because all other product-related infor-
mation was already available to the consumers in
the retailers’ advertisements, and the salespeople rec-
ognize the above argument about consumers’ self-
selection. Another possibility is that retailers may
wish to retain the flexibility of changing the price once
they have more information about demand. Note,
however, that if this were the only reason for the
absence of price advertising, one would not expect
it to asymmetrically affect low-service retailers and
high-service retailers. In our shopping experiences,
we observed differences between low-service and
high-service retailers in their propensity to advertise
prices. Second, the call for price phenomenon that we
are studying also applies to Internet stores where it
is significantly easier to change prices. Finally, if a
retailer decides not to advertise prices solely because
it does not want to commit to prices, we would expect
that as retailers learn about demand characteristics,
the incentive to “hide” prices will be diminished.
In particular, we should see fewer “call for price”
advertisements for older product models. That is not
what we observed in our shopping experiences. For
example, the Canon EOS 40D digital SLR camera has
been around for awhile (it was introduced in October
2007), but we still see retailers not advertising the
price of this camera.
In deriving the above results, we have made a

few assumptions that may appear as limiting. For
example, our assumption of a monopolist manufac-
turer may seem restrictive in the analysis of the manu-
facturer’s preferences. We acknowledge that modeling
two manufacturers will add another layer of richness
to the model. Doing so, however, will render the anal-
ysis intractable and prevent us from focusing on our
primary research objective: to understand why differ-
ent types of retailers may have different incentives
to advertise prices. Based on the results of McGuire
and Staelin (1983), we conjecture that if the level of
competition between the two manufacturers is not
too intense, the insights from our model will hold.
Furthermore, in another attempt to make the analy-
sis tractable, we limit the asymmetry in our model
to the provision of service and its free-riding. Future
research could model the asymmetry in other model
parameters such as the consumer’s preference for ser-
vice and the price discovery cost.
Our model assumes that the retailers’ price adver-

tisements reach all the consumers in the market.
Future research could investigate the role of price
advertising when such advertisements have partial
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reach. One could also study the role of category
advertising in explaining the phenomenon of call for
price.15 Finally, one could study the behavioral aspects
of not advertising prices. Does not advertising prices
lead consumers to have higher expectations about
product quality or lower expectations about price? If
consumers invest time and effort in obtaining price
information, are they likely to perceive the product as
a “better deal” than when they do not? These are just
some of the interesting issues in price advertising that
merit exploration.

5. Electronic Companion
An electronic companion to this paper is available as
part of the online version that can be found at http://
mktsci.pubs.informs.org/.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1. We use the optimal prices in

Equations (11) and (12) to compare the price charged by
each retailer in case NN and that in case YY, the benchmark.
For Retailer H, we find that pNN∗

H − pYY∗
H = −c/3. Similarly,

the difference in the price of Retailer L in cases NN and YY
is also −c/3. Therefore, both retailers have lower per-unit
margins when neither retailer advertises its price (case NN)
than when both of them do (case YY). �

Proof of Proposition 2. Comparing the optimal prices
of the two retailers in cases NY and YN (Equations (13)
and (14), respectively) with those in case YY, we have
pYN∗
H − pYY∗

H = 2c/15 and pNY∗
H − pYY∗

H = −7c/15. Similarly, for
Retailer L, we have pYN∗

L − pYY∗
L = −7c/15 and pNY∗

L − pYY∗
L =

2c/15. Therefore, Retailer H (L) charges a higher (lower)
price in case YN relative to case YY, and Retailer L (H)
charges a higher (lower) price in case NY relative
to case YY. �

Proof of Proposition 3. Using the optimal service lev-
els for the two retailers in the various cases from Table A.1,
one can see that

sYN
∗

H − sYY
∗

H

= 8c��7− 3	��15t� − 8�2�

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2�� + 64�2− 	��7− 3	��4



Similarly,

sNN∗
H − sNY∗

H

= 8c��7− 3	��15t� − 8�2�

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2�� + 64�2− 	��7− 3	��4



Since 7−3	 > 0, sYN
∗

H > sYY
∗

H and sNN∗
H > sNY∗

H if 15t�−8�2 > 0
or if t > 8�2/�15��. �

15 We thank an anonymous reviewer for this comment.

Proof of Proposition 4. Substituting the optimal prices
in Equations (11)–(14) into the profit expressions, we obtain
the profits of the two retailers in the four cases to be

YY
H = 2�4�1−2a�t+5�V −w�+�7−3	��sH+�sL�2

225t

− s2H
2

−F �

YY
L = 2��1−2a�t+5�V −w�−�2−3	��sH+4�sL�2

225t
−1
2

�s2L−F �

(16)

NY
H = 2�4�1−2a�t+5�V −w�+�7−3	��sH+�sL−7c�2

225t

− s2H
2

�

NY
L = 2��1−2a�t+5�V −w�−�2−3	��sH+4�sL+2c�2

225t

− 1
2

�s2L−F �

(17)

YN
H = 2�4�1−2a�t+5�V −w�+�7−3	��sH+�sL+2c�2

225t

− s2H
2

−F �

YN
L = 2��1−2a�t+5�V −w�−�2−3	��sH+4�sL−7c�2

225t
− 1
2

�s2L�

(18)

NN
H = 2�4�1−2a�t+5�V −w�+�7−3	��sH+�sL−5c�2

225t

− s2H
2

�

NN
L = 2��1−2a�t+5�V −w�−�2−3	��sH+4�sL−5c�2

225t

− 1
2

�s2L�

(19)

where the superscript denotes the case under consideration.
First, consider case NY. Case NY is an equilibrium if

neither retailer has an incentive to deviate from it. For
Retailer L not to deviate from case NY to case NN, we need
NY

L −NN
L ≥ 0. Similarly, for Retailer H not to deviate from

case NY to case YY, we need NY
H −YY

H ≥ 0. Because we are
looking for deviations from case NY, evaluating the profit
expressions for Retailers H and L at the optimal service lev-
els in case NY from Table A.1 (denoted sNY∗

H and sNY∗
L �16

yields

NY
L − NN

L

16 To keep the expressions presentable, we do not substitute the
optimal service levels from Table A.1 into the profit equations but
instead use the superscript “∗” to denote the optimal values.
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Table A.1 Optimal Service Levels in Stage 2

Case

Retailer H

YY sYY∗
H = 4��7− 3���15t��4�1− 2a�t + 5�V − w�� − 16��1− 2a�t + V − w��2�

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3��2�� + 64�2− ���7− 3���4

NY sNY∗
H = 4��7− 3���15t��4�1− 2a�t + 5�V − w� − 7c� − 16��1− 2a�t + V − w − 2c��2�

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3��2�� + 64�2− ���7− 3���4

YN sYN∗
H = 4��7− 3���15t��4�1− 2a�t + 5�V − w� + 2c� − 16��1− 2a�t + V − w + c��2�

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3��2�� + 64�2− ���7− 3���4

NN sNN∗
H = 4��7− 3���15t��4�1− 2a�t + 5�V − w� − 5c� − 16��1− 2a�t + V − w − c��2�

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3��2�� + 64�2− ���7− 3���4

Retailer L

YY sYY∗
L = 240t��1− 2a�t + 5�V − w��� − 64�7− 3����1− ���1− 2a�t + �V − w��3− 2����3

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3��2�� + 64�2− ���7− 3���4

NY sNY∗
L = 240t��1− 2a�t + 5�V − w� + 2c�� − 64�7− 3����1− ���1− 2a�t + �V − w��3− 2�� + �c��3

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3��2�� + 64�2− ���7− 3���4

YN sYN∗
L = 240t��1− 2a�t + 5�V − w� − 7c�� − 64�7− 3����1− ���1− 2a�t + �V − w��3− 2�� − �3− ��c��3

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3��2�� + 64�2− ���7− 3���4

NN sNN∗
L = 240t��1− 2a�t + 5�V − w� − 5c�� − 64�7− 3����1− ���1− 2a�t + �V − w��3− 2�� − �3− 2��c��3

3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3��2�� + 64�2− ���7− 3���4

= 14c�2�1−2a�t+10�V −w�−2�2−3	��sNY∗
H +8�sNY∗

L −3c�

225t
−F ≥0�

NY
H − YY

H

=F − 14c�2�4�1−2a�t+5�V −w��+2�7−3	��sNY∗
H +2�sNY∗

L −7c�

225t
≥0


(20)

From the above incentives not to deviate, it can be shown
that case NY is an equilibrium if

F NY−NN
L ≥ F ≥ F NY−YY

H ≥ 0� (21)

where

F NY−NN
L

= 14c�2�1− 2a�t + 10�V − w� − 2�2− 3	��sNY∗
H + 8�sNY∗

L − 3c�

225t

and

F NY−YY

H

= 14c�2�4�1−2a�t+5�V −w��+2�7−3	��sNY∗
H +2�sNY∗

L −7c�

225t



We now consider the incentives for the two retailers not
to deviate from case YN. Evaluating the relevant profit
expressions at the optimal service levels in case YN from
Table A.1 (denoted sYN

∗
H and sYN

∗
L ), we have

YN
L − YY

L

=F − 14c�2�1−2a�t+10�V −w�−2�2−3	��sYN
∗

H +8�sYN
∗

L −7c�

225t
≥0�

YN
H − NN

H

= 14c�2�4�1−2a�t+5�V −w��+2�7−3	��sYN
∗

H +2�sYN
∗

L −3c�

225t
−F ≥0


(22)

From the above incentives not to deviate, it can be shown
that case YN is an equilibrium if

F YN−NN
H ≥ F ≥ F YN−YY

L ≥ 0� (23)

where

F YN−NN
H

= 14c�2�4�1−2a�t+5�V −w��+2�7−3	��sYN
∗

H +2�sYN
∗

L −3c�

225t

and

F YN−YY
L

= 14c�2�1−2a�t+10�V −w�−2�2−3	��sYN
∗

H +8�sYN
∗

L −7c�

225t



Case YN is more likely than case NY if the range of F
in case YN is greater than that in case NY. Evaluating the
difference in the two ranges yields

F YN−NN
H −F YN−YY

L −�F NY−NN
L −F NY−YY

H �

= 28c�2�1−2a�t+���3−2	�sNY∗
H −sNY∗

L +�3−2	�sYN
∗

H −sYN
∗

L ��

75t
�

(24)
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which is always positive because a < 1
2 , 	 ≤ 1, and si∗

H > si∗
L ,

i ∈ �NY�YN�, for free-riding to occur.
In other words, the range of values for which case YN

can be an equilibrium is greater than that for case NY to
be an equilibrium. Therefore, if only one retailer advertises
its prices in equilibrium, that retailer is more likely to be
Retailer H than Retailer L. �

Proof of Proposition 5. For a given wholesale price,
the manufacturer’s profits under different cases are ordered
according to the demand levels. Therefore, we compare
the total demand from the two retailers in the four cases
after substituting the optimal prices and service into the
demand functions. The difference between the manufac-
turer’s demands in cases YN and NY is given by

dYN
H +dYN

L −�dNY
H +dNY

L �

= 360c��7−3	��−4��2

3�375t2�−60t�2�16+�7−3	�2��+64�2−	��7−3	��4
� (25)

which is always positive because 	 ≤ 1 and � ≥ 1. Therefore,
the manufacturer’s demand in case YN is always higher
than that in case NY.

The difference between the manufacturer’s demands in
cases YN and NN is given by

dYN
H +dYN

L −�dNN
H +dNN

L �

= 30c�75t�−4�8−	�7−3	����2�

3�375t2�−60t�2�16+�7−3	�2��+64�2−	��7−3	��4

 (26)

We know that 225t − 4�7 − 3	�2�2 > 0 for Retailer H’s
profit to be nonnegative. This ensures that 75t� − 4�8 −
	�7− 3	����2 > 0, so the total demand in case YN is greater
than that in case NN. Therefore, the manufacturer will pre-
fer case YN to cases NY and NN for all values of the model
parameters; i.e., YN

M > NY
M and YN

M > NN
M .

The manufacturer will also prefer case YY to cases NY
and NN, as shown below:

dYY
H + dYY

L − �dNY
H + dNY

L �

= 30c�75t�−4�8−	�7−3	����2�

3�375t2�−60t�2�16+�7−3	�2��+64�2−	��7−3	��4
>0�

(27)

dYY
H +dYY

L −�dNN
H +dNN

L �

= 60c�75t�−2�4+�21−	�23−6	�����2�

3�375t2�−60t�2�16+�7−3	�2��+64�2−	��7−3	��4
� (28)

which is positive because 225t − 4�7− 3	�2�2 > 0.
The difference between the demands in cases YY and YN

and that between cases NY and NN depends on the con-
sumers’ preference for retail service. In particular, when
retail service is ineffective in stimulating demand, i.e., �2 <
75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4��, we find that the demand in
case YY is higher than that in case YN and that the demand

in case NY is higher than that in case NN, as shown below:

dYY
H +dYY

L −�dYN
H +dYN

L �

= 30c�75t�−4��3−	��7−3	��−4��2�

3�375t2�−60t�2�16+�7−3	�2��+64�2−	��7−3	��4
>0�

(29)

dNY
H +dNY

L −�dNN
H +dNN

L �

= 30c�75t�−4��3−	��7−3	��−4��2�

3�375t2�−60t�2�16+�7−3	�2��+64�2−	��7−3	��4
>0�

(30)

if �2 < 75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4��. Therefore, when �2 <
75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4��, the ordering of the total
demand and hence of the manufacturer’s profit is YY

M >
YN

M > NY
M > NN

M .
Conversely, when �2 ≥ 75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4��, the

demand in case YN is higher than that in case YY and the
demand in case NN is higher than that in case NY. There-
fore, when �2 ≥ 75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4��, the ordering
of the total demand and the manufacturer’s profit is YN

M >
YY

M > NN
M > NY

M . �

Proof of Proposition 6. Consider the situation in which
case YN is the equilibrium for the retailers; i.e., Retailer H
advertises price but Retailer L does not. Proposition 5
reveals that the manufacturer would prefer to be in case YY
if �2 < 75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4��. We know that case YN
is an equilibrium if YN

L ≥ YY
L and YN

H > NN
H , where the

retailers’ profits are as given in Table T1 in the electronic
companion.

Evaluating the difference in Retailer L’s profit in cases YN
and YY yields

YN
L − YY

L = F − F YYYN
L � (31)

where

F ≥ F YYYN
L

=
(
2c��225t� − 64�2�

(
105t − 4�3− 	��7− 3	��2)

·(15t�2�1− 2a�t + 10�V − w� − 7c� − 4�7− 3	�

· (2��1− 2a��1− 	�t + �V − w��3− 2	�� − c�3− 	�
)
�2))

·
((
3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2��

+ 64�2− 	��7− 3	��4)2)−1
> 0


Therefore, Retailer L can be made to deviate from
case YN to case YY if the manufacturer offers advertising
support of at least F −F YYYN

L so as to make YY
L > YN

L . Note
that this provision of advertising support will not change
Retailer H’s strategy; i.e., Retailer H will continue to adver-
tise its price.

Next, consider the situation in which case NY is the equi-
librium for the retailers; i.e., Retailer L advertises price but
Retailer H does not. We know that case NY is an equilib-
rium if NY

L > NN
L and NY

H > YY
H , where the two retailers’

profits are as given in Table T1 in the electronic companion.
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Evaluating the difference in Retailer H’s profit in cases
NY and YY yields

NY
H − YY

H = F − F YYNY
H � (32)

where

F ≥ F YYNY
H

=
(
2c�225t − 4�7− 3	�2�2��105t� − 32�2�

·(15t��2�4�1− 2a�t + 5�V − w� − 7c��

− 32��1− 2a�t + V − w − c��2))

·
((
3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2��

+ 64�2− 	��7− 3	��4)2)−1
> 0


The manufacturer can move the advertising equilibrium
from case NY to case YY by providing advertising or featur-
ing support of at least F − F YYNY

H , making NY
H > YY

H . Note
that this provision of advertising support will not change
Retailer L’s strategy; i.e., Retailer L will continue to adver-
tise its price.

Finally, consider the case in which the manufacturer
anticipates that neither retailer would advertise its price,
i.e., the retailers would end up in case NN as the equilib-
rium. We know that case NN is an equilibrium if NN

L > NY
L

and NN
H > YN

H , where the profits are as given in Table T1
in the electronic companion.

Evaluating the difference in Retailer H’s profit in cases
NN and YN yields

NN
H − YN

H = F − F YNNN
H � (33)

where

F ≥ F YNNN
H

=
(
2c�225t − 4�7− 3	�2�2��105t� − 32�2�

· (15t��2�4�1− 2a�t + 5�V − w�� − 3c�

− 32��1− 2a�t + V − w��2))

·
((
3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2��

+64�2− 	��7− 3	��4)2)−1
> 0


Similarly, evaluating the difference in Retailer L’s profit
in cases NN and NY yields

NN
L − NY

L = F − F NYNN
L � (34)

where

F ≥ F NYNN
L

=
(
2c��225t� − 64�2��105t − 4�3− 	��7− 3	��2�

· (15t�2�1− 2a�t + 10�V − w� − 3c� − 4�7− 3	�

· (2��1− 2a��1− 	�t + �V − w��3− 2	�� − 3c�1− 	�
)
�2�

)

·
((
3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2��

+ 64�2− 	��7− 3	��4)2)−1
> 0


If the manufacturer provides advertising support of
at least F − F YNNN

H , Retailer H will have an incentive to

advertise its price. Similarly, Retailer L will advertise its
price if the manufacturer offers advertising support of
at least F −F NYNN

L . Since F YNNN
H > F NYNN

L , the provision of an
advertising support of at least F − F NYNN

L will automatically
result in Retailer H also advertising its price. Therefore, the
manufacturer can move the advertising equilibrium from
case NN to case YY by providing advertising or featuring
support that exceeds F − F NYNN

L . �

Proof of Proposition 7. We know from Proposition 5
that the manufacturer would prefer to be in case YN;
i.e., Retailer H advertises price but Retailer L does not if
�2 ≥ 75t�/�4��3− 	��7− 3	�� − 4��. Consider the situation in
which case NN is the equilibrium for the retailers; i.e.,
neither retailer advertises price. As shown earlier, the manu-
facturer can make Retailer H advertise by providing adver-
tising or featuring support of at least F − F YNNN

H . Similarly,
the manufacturer can make Retailer L advertise by provid-
ing advertising or featuring support of at least F − F NYNN

L .
Since F YNNN

H > F NYNN
L , providing advertising support in the

range (F −F YNNN
H , F −F NYNN

L � will cause Retailer H to adver-
tise its price while Retailer L will continue with its no-
advertising strategy, moving the equilibrium from case NN
to case YN. Finally, note that providing advertising support
that exceeds F − F NYNN

L will result in both retailers advertis-
ing their prices, moving the equilibrium from case NN to
case YY.

If the price advertising equilibrium is expected to be case
NY, the manufacturer can provide advertising support of
at least F − F YYNY

H to the two retailers. With this level of
advertising support, Retailer H will start advertising its
price and Retailer L will continue to advertise its price,
thus moving the equilibrium to case YY. In this case, this is
the best that the manufacturer can do—get both retailers to
advertise their prices.

Finally, consider case YY as the equilibrium for the retail-
ers. The manufacturer cannot use advertising support to
move the retailers from case YY to case YN because the
provision of advertising support will not be able to prevent
Retailer L from advertising its price. The manufacturer can
provide advertising support to entice retailers to advertise;
advertising support, by definition, cannot prevent a retailer
from advertising its price. �

Manufacturer’s Incentives to Provide
Advertising Support

Moving the Equilibrium from Case NY to Case YY
Substituting the retailers’ optimal choices into the manufac-
turer’s profit in cases YY and NY yields

NY
M =

(
30�w − ��

((
75t��1− 2a�t + 2�V − w� − c� − 4�7− 3	�

· ��3− 2	��V − w� + �1− 2a��1− 	�t + c	��2)�
− 16��1− 2a�t + V − w − 2c��2))

·
(
3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2��

+ 64�2− 	��7− 3	��4
)−1

� (35)

and

YY
M =

(
30�w − ��30�w − ��

((
75t��1− 2a�t + 2�V − w��
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− 4�7− 3	���3− 2	��V − w� + �1− 2a��1− 	�t��2)�
− 16��1− 2a�t + V − w��2))

·
(
3�375t2� − 60t�2�16+ �7− 3	�2��

+ 64�2− 	��7− 3	��4
)−1


 (36)

The optimal wholesale prices in the two cases are given in
Table T2 in the electronic companion. To determine whether
the manufacturer has an incentive to move from case NY to
case YY, we compare the manufacturer’s profit in the two
cases at wNY∗

. For the purposes of illustration, we examine
this numerically to see whether the manufacturer has an
incentive to provide advertising support. Consider the fol-
lowing set of parameter values: t = 0
75, � = 0
75, a = 0
44,
c = 0
14, V = 0
8, � = 2, � = 0
1, and F = 0
04. Evaluating
the manufacturer’s profit in case YY at wNY∗

yields 0.3108.
Similarly, evaluating the manufacturer’s profit in case NY
at wNY∗

yields 0.2514. In other words, the manufacturer
gains 0.0614 in profit by moving Retailer H from case NY
to case YY. Therefore, the manufacturer has an incentive to
provide advertising support as long as that support does
not exceed the incremental gain to the manufacturer from
doing so.

Next, we calculate the amount of advertising support that
the manufacturer will have to provide for Retailer H to
have an incentive to move from case NY to case YY. For
the parameter values specified above, Retailer H’s profit in
case NY is 0.0259. Evaluating Retailer H’s profit in case YY
at wNY∗

yields 0.04. Therefore, the manufacturer has to pro-
vide advertising support of at least 0.0141 (0
04−0
0259) for
Retailer H to move from case NY to case YY. Because the
manufacturer’s incremental profit from doing so (0.0614)
exceeds the amount of advertising support (0.0141), the
manufacturer will have an incentive to provide the required
level of advertising support.

Similar conditions can be derived for the incremental
gain for the manufacturer to move the price advertising
equilibrium from case YN to case YY, case NN to case YY,
and case NN to case YN as indicated by Propositions 6
and 7. �
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